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Enclose please find the manuscript: **Target molecule therapy for Kaposi’s sarcoma in a Kidney Transplant Patient: case report,” what worked, what not”**.

To be consider for publication in Nephrology. We consider it of importance and interest to the readers, as Kaposi’s sarcoma therapy is even nowadays not established, and different therapeutics approaches had been used. Recently it was published an experience with the use of imatinib for AIDS-related Kaposi’s sarcoma, where the authors considered it was of clinical benefit. As it happened with the case here reported, physicians could attain the compassionate use of this drug in patients with refractory Kaposi’s sarcoma. Whereas the experience with sirlomus, in two other publications, has shown sustain regression, with the dual benefit, prevent graft rejection and KS regression. We think the case is relevant, because the patient showed sustained regression after a long-standing and multiple chemotherapy regimes.

It has not been published in other journal nor considered for publication elsewhere. We have written consent from the patient to publish this case.
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